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JND448 – Oval Band - by John Lockwood 
 

 
 
Instructions by June Smith 
 
John has created a ‘You Tube Video’ dated April 2024, using the new JND448 Oval 
Band Die set, where he demonstrates how to make a beautiful card.  I would advise 
that you visit it as well as following these instructions. 
 
June’s Tips: This applies to any die, place your pieces onto your cutting plate at an 
angle, this helps to cut the dies in one pass.  Also use your glue eraser to remove 
any unwanted marks. 
 
Information:  

  
 
As always I have numbered the dies from the outside into the middle and then the 
single dies. 
 
Die 1 – 2 Oval Stitched Dot Panels both the same  
Die 3 - Central Oval Stitched Dot Belly Band (which cuts off at each end) 
Die 4 – Stitched Dotted inside Oval 
Die 5 – ‘With Love’ Oval to fit inside die 4 
Die 6 - 7 Mini Marigold Dies (these will complement the Main Marigold Die set)  
Dies 8 - 9 (2) Bulbous Panels which will cut out a layer each end to fit inside die 3 
Die 10-11 (2) Stitched panels to go inside each end of die 3 
 
We will be making the card on the left, however if you are careful the waste from the 
first card will make the 2nd card. 
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Materials 
7” x 7” White Top Folding Card Blank 
JND448 Oval Band (11) 
Essential Coconut White Card 
Essential Spring Yellow Card 
Essential Sunshine Yellow Card 
PCD248 - Poppies Embossing Folder 
A5 Die Cutting Machine 
White Pearls various sizes 
Glue Glaze 
2mm Foam Tape 
Craft Kit 
 
Method: 
 

• Cut a piece of Coconut White card to 5½ “ x 5½”  place this centrally inside 
the PCD248 Poppies Embossing Folder.  Then take a scrape of the Coconut 
White card and tape down die no 3, the Oval Belly Band die and cut this out. 

  
• Cut a piece of Spring Yellow card to be 5½” wide, place the white band you 

have just cut so that it is about 2” from the bottom and tape it down to keep it 
in place.  Then take dies 1 & 2 (which are both the same) and tape them 
down either side of the band so there is a small gap in between and cut them 
it. 

• We are going to repeat this again using a piece the same size 5½” wide from 
the Sunshine Yellow, add dies 1 & 2 either side, tape them down using the 
lines on your cutting board, remove the spring yellow band, and cut them out. 

• Yes you have guessed it, we are going to repeat this process using a piece of 
Coconut white.  You then have your layered oval belly band, the waste pieces 
from the top and bottom of all 3 colours are what we will use to also layer up 
onto our card. 
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• Use foam tape onto the back of your oval layers and add onto each other.to 

layer.  Then add foam tape to the back of these and add them onto the 
Poppies embossed card which is lined up on the board.  Then turn over the 
card and if there are any edges sticking out, trim these off with your scissors. 

   
• We now take another piece of white card, the sentiment die 5, and the oval 

die 4, tape the 2 oval dies together add onto the card, trim off any excess and 
cut them out.  Then take the outer oval die and cut that from the Spring 
Yellow, they can then be layered onto one another, add foam tape to the back 
and adhere onto the front panel. 

   
• Bring in your 7”x 7” top folding white card blank, add layers of white card 5¾ x 

5¾, Spring Yellow at 5⅞” x 5⅞” and Sunshine Yellow at 6” x 6”x onto it.  Then 
add wet glue onto the back of your front panel and add onto the card 

• Then from your scraps of Spring Yellow, Sunshine Yellow & Coconut White 
card cut out a set each from the Marigold panel dies 6 & 7.  Add a few dots of 
glue glaze and using a pick-up tool add the flowers around the middle of the 
card, your choice.  John has also used some of the white flowers left over 
from the Circle Band die set.  Finally add a dab of glue glaze and a small 
white pearl into the centre of each flower. 

  
 
Your creation is now complete.  I hope you have enjoyed these instructions. 


